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Neutral meson mixing	


Mixing is a theoretical statement that the flavor eigenstates 
are different from the mass eigenstates	
!!
Oscillation is the time evolution of a flavor state into another 
flavor state because they do not match the energy eigenstates	

!!
Given a superposition of two Hamiltonian eigenstates that mix, 
the oscillation frequency is ω = ∆E; in the rest frame this is just 
∆E = ∆m.  Oscillations are a way to use QM to measure ∆m, 
even when the absolute mass scales are hard to probe directly.	


Everything with the same unbroken quantum numbers can mix

!!
Example: kaon mixing between the K = (sd) and K = (ds). In the 
absence of the weak interactions, these states have degenerate 
masses.	

!

 ̄ ̄  ̄

They cannot mix: protected by U(1) flavor symmetries; 
Weak interaction break the symmetries, and mixing is allowed 

Meson mixing is very important for several reasons	




!!!
Flavour symmetries are preserved by strong interaction (QCD) 
and QED	


Meson mixing	


!!!
Note that:	
!!

the studies of their time evolution and decay can be 
treated by usual QM

!!!
Some mesons (quark-antiquark bound state) 
differ from one another by quantum 
numbers associated with global flavor 
symmetries

!!!
Weak interaction violate flavours! 	
!!!

QCD-distinct bound states oscillate into one another through 
the weak interactions (e.g. K0-K0 mixing)

_

!!!
There are 4 neutral mesons: K(sd), B(bd), Bs(bs), D(cu)	


_ _ _ _



Kaon mixing	


!!!
 K0 ⇒ π+π-,    K0 ⇒ π+π-	


_
 |K0 > = CP | K0 >	


_

It’s more complicated than simple mixing, since both of them 
decay!	

!

!!!
They can mix through 2nd order perturbation theory. 
QM tells us that mass eigenstates must be linear 
combinations of them and vice versa; 

Meson mixing

The phenomena of neutral meson mixing is very
important for several reasons
General QM of a two level system

|f1⟩ = |1⟩ + |2⟩ |f2⟩ = |1⟩ − |2⟩

|f1⟩ is a “flavor” ES. |1⟩ is a mass ES
Time evolution (up to overall irrelevant phase)

|f1⟩(t) = exp [i∆Et/2] |1⟩ + exp [−i∆Et/2] |2⟩

Y. Grossman Flavor physics Karlsruhe, Germany, September 7-9, 2009 p. 46
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flavour
mass

!!
The hamiltonian, H, cannot be diagonal to allow mixing, 
and also cannot be real to allow for decaysIn regular quantum field theory the Hamiltonian is basically the mass of the particle, H = M .

For a resonance, the Hamiltonian is

H = M � i�

2
. (13.1)

This is not Hermitian! Are you worried? We never worked with non-Hermitian matrices in quan-
tum mechanics because probabilities are conserved, everything we measure is real, and Hermitian
matrices have real eigenvalues. Of course (13.1) is perfectly fine. If a particle can decay then we
shouldn’t expect probability to be conserved. For example in addition to all of the diagrams that
contribute to an S matrix element for given incoming and outgoing states, we must also include
the processes where those specified incoming and outgoing states decay during their free evolution.
In other words, we are working with an open system in which the ‘interaction’ with the system
allows the particle to decay. We have taken all of the decay processes out of the system so that
the ‘e↵ective’ system that we are work with is no longer Hermitian.

Problem 13.1. Deriving the e↵ective kaon Hamiltonian. In the limit where the weak
interactions are turned o↵, the e↵ective kaon Hamiltonian is diagonal with respect to the K
and K̄ states. By treating the weak Hamiltonian HW as a perturbation, show that the e↵ective
Hamiltonian picks takes the form in (13.1). Hint: Start by writing out the S-matrix as S =
T exp

⇥�i
R
dtHW (t)

⇤
, where HW (t) = eiHTHW e�iHt is the interaction picture weak Hamiltonian.

When we have a system with more than one eigenstate then the Hamiltonian is a matrix. Let
us thus consider the two state KK̄ system where the Hamiltonian is a 2⇥ 2 matrix; in the flavor
basis it takes the form

H ⇠
✓

mK hFCNC

h0
FCNC mK

◆
. (13.2)

In the limit where CP is conserved, h0
FCNC = hFCNC (see below). Of course, in the limit where

the weak interactions are turned o↵, hFCNC ! 0. We can diagonalize this matrix to obtain the
masses and the mass eigenstates, which we call the KL (‘K-long’) and KS (‘K-short’). The names
describe the di↵erent lifetimes, so you can already guess that the two states not only have di↵erent
masses, but di↵erent widths. We could have alternately named the states based on their masses,
which is what is done for the B system: BH (‘B-heavy’) and BL (‘B-light’). Interestingly, for
the B meson the relevant sign in the mass splitting has not been measured. Reminder: Yuval
should update this paragraph, how do they measure �m⇥�� in the K?

Long and short or heavy and light? Note that there are two mass eigenstates which we
may label according to their lifetime or their mass. Typically the mass is the natural choice,
though for the kaon system it turns out that the lifetimes are very di↵erent. As we’ll see
below, the KS is mostly CP even and wants to decay to the CP even state ⇡⇡, whereas the
KL is mostly CP odd and wants to decay to the CP odd state ⇡⇡⇡. However, the masses of
the kaons an pions are such that KL ! 3⇡ is severely phase space suppressed and so KL has
a much longer lifetime.

110

not hermitian!id dt = H 



Kaon mixing	

Effective Hamiltonian for Kaon mixing:	

!

Transition matrix elements

weak Hamiltonian

_!
(𝛼 =K0 , 𝛼’=K0)

!!
S-matrix elements for transition induced by weak interaction:

!!
However,  K0 and K0 are eigenstates of the strong interaction:

_

h↵0|Hst|↵i = �↵↵0m↵!!!
Effective Hamiltonian:

h↵0|Heff |↵i ⌘ H↵↵0 = mK�↵↵0 + T↵↵0(mK)



Kaon mixing	
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The first two terms are simple:

S(0)
�↵ =��↵ (D.114)

S(1)
�↵ =� 2⇡i�(E� � E↵)h�|HW |↵i. (D.115)

The second-order term requires a bit more work. The two terms are identical due to (t $ t0). By
inserting a complete set of unperturbed Hamiltonian states I =

P
� |�ih�| one obtains

S(2)
�↵ =� 2⇡�(E� � E↵)

X

�

h�|HW |�ih�|HW |↵i
Z 1

0

d⌧ ei(E��E�)⌧ . (D.116)

To evaluate the last integral, perform the infinitesimal shift (E� � E�) ! (E� � E� + i✏) with
✏ > 0. The resulting integral is straightforward,

Z 1

0

d⌧ ei(E��E�+i✏)⌧ =
i

E� � E� + i✏
, (D.117)

so that finally we have

S(2)
�↵ =� 2⇡i�(E� � E↵)

X

�

h�|HW |�ih�|HW |↵i
E� � E� + i✏

. (D.118)

Now we would like to define the e↵ective weak Hamiltonian He↵
W so that H = mK��↵+He↵

W �↵. The
point is that He↵

W should give the same contribution to the S-matrix as the perturbation analysis
above. We thus have

He↵
W �↵ = h�HW |↵i+

X

�

h�|HW |�ih�|HW |↵i
E� � E� + i✏

. (D.119)

This e↵ective Hamiltonian is not Hermitian. Using the handy identity,

1

x+ i✏
= P

✓
1

x

◆
� i⇡�(x), (D.120)

where P denotes the principal value, we have H = M � i
2
� with

M�↵ =mK��↵ + h|HW |↵i+ P
X

�

h�|HW |�ih�|HW |↵i
mK � E�

(D.121)

��↵ =2⇡
X

�

h�|HW |�ihh|HW |↵i�(mK � E�). (D.122)

13.2 First recall that CP takes K $ K̄. This means in this basis the CP operator can be written
as a matrix

UCP =

✓
0 1
1 0

◆
. (D.123)
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!
(𝛼 =K0 , 𝛽=K0)

_

� and M are hermitian
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using Cauchy’s theorem:
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Kaon mixing	


Further, time reversal acts as a complex conjugate, M ! M⇤ and � ! �⇤. From this we conclude
that CPT acts as

M =

✓
M11 M12

M⇤
12 M22

◆
!

✓
M22 M12

M⇤
12 M11

◆
, (D.124)

and similarly for �. Thus CPT requires M11 = M22 and �11 = �22.

13.3 For simplicity, let us write

H =

✓
H H12

H21 H

◆
=

✓
M11 � i

2
�11 M12 � i

2
�12

M⇤
12 � i

2
�⇤
12 M11 � i

2
�11

◆
. (D.125)

The eigenvalue equation is

(H � µ)2 �H12H21 = 0 ) µ = H ±
p
H12H21. (D.126)

The eigenvectors are also easy to find. Calling these states (p, q)T , the eigenvector equation
becomes

Hp+H12q = µp (D.127)

H12q = ±
p

H12H21p. (D.128)

We thus have eigenvectors given by q = ±p
H21/H12p, which one can normalize appropriately.

13.4 We start with

|KL,Si = 1p|p|2 + |q|2
�
p|K0i± q|K̄0i� , (D.129)

which we can invert simply to obtain

|K0i =
p|p|2 + |q|2

2p
(|KLi+ |KSi) (D.130)

|K0i =
p|p|2 + |q|2

2q
(|KLi � |KSi). (D.131)

Now we simply time evolve the e↵ective Hamiltonian eigenstates. Let us write HL and HS for the
long and short eigenvalues, for example HL = ML � i

2
�L. For |K0(t)i we have

|K0(t)i = 1

2p

⇥
e�iHLt(p|K0i+ q|K̄0i) + e�iHSt(p|K0i � q|K̄0i)⇤ (D.132)

=
1

2

�
e�iHLt + e�iHSt

� |K0(t)i+ q

p

�
e�iHLt � e�iHSt

� |K̄0(t)i
�
. (D.133)

The |K̄0(t)i oscillation comes from making the appropriate substitutions.
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|K0i $
✓
1
0

◆
|K̄0i $

✓
0
1

◆

H =

✓
m� i

2� p2

q2 m� i
2�

◆

mS,L � i
2�S,L ⌘ m� i

2� ± pq pq = �m
2 � i

4��

H|�1,2i = (m� i
2� ± pq)|�1,2i

Parametrize H as:	

!

|�1 >= 1p
|p|2+|q|2

✓
p
q

◆
, |�2 >= 1p

|p|2+|q|2

✓
p
�q

◆Solve Eigenvectors for the H:	

!

CPT invariance implies that M11 =M22 ≡mK and Γ11 =Γ22	

!

|KSi = 1p
|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i+ q|K̄0i
o

|KLi = 1p
|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i � q|K̄0i
o

Mass eigenbasis:	

!



Kaon mixing	

|KSi = 1p

|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i+ q|K̄0i
o

|KLi = 1p
|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i � q|K̄0i
o

Mass eigenbasis:	

!S: shortest lifetime 

L: longest lifetime

Time evolution:	

!

id d⌧ = H 

QCD eigenstate |K0 > at t=0 will become (in proper time frame):	

!

|K0(⌧)i = 1
2

n

e�imS⌧� �S
2 ⌧ + e�imL⌧� �L

2 ⌧
o

|K0i

+ 1
2
q
p

n

e�imS⌧� �S
2 ⌧ � e�imL⌧� �L

2 ⌧
o

|K̄0i

|K̄0(⌧)i = 1
2
p
q

n

e�imS⌧� �S
2 ⌧ � e�imL⌧� �L

2 ⌧
o

|K0i

+ 1
2

n

e�imS⌧� �S
2 ⌧ + e�imL⌧� �L

2 ⌧
o

|K̄0i

Probability of observing K0 at proper time 𝜏:	

!

_



Meson mixing & Flavor oscillation	


Meson mixing
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flavour
massFlavor oscillation

The probability to measure flavor fi at time t is

|⟨f1|f1⟩|2 =
1 + cos ∆Et

2

|⟨f1|f2⟩|2 =
1 − cos ∆Et

2

Oscillations with frequency ∆E

In the rest frame it is just ∆m

Later we explain how, for now lets us assume we
measure the flavor at production, t = 0, and when it
decays at time t

Y. Grossman Flavor physics Karlsruhe, Germany, September 7-9, 2009 p. 47

The probability to measure flavor fi at time t is	


!!
Oscillations with frequency ∆E	

In the rest frame it is just ∆m	

∆E ≪ t. No oscillation, flavor is conserved	

∆E ≫ t. The oscillation is averaged out.  we have an “incoherent” equal sum of the two flavors	

∆E ∼ t. Oscillations are important	

Relevant time scale is the decay time

Note:	

!



Meson mixing & Flavor oscillation	


In general we have also width different between the two 
eigenstates. They are due to common final states.	


Meson mixing

In general we have also width different between the two
eigenstates. They are due to common final states.

x ≡
∆m

Γ
y ≡

∆Γ

2Γ

K x ∼ 1 y ∼ 1

D x ∼ 10−2 y ∼ 10−2

Bd x ∼ 1 y ∼ 10−2

Bs x ∼ 10 y ∼ 10−1

Y. Grossman Flavor physics Karlsruhe, Germany, September 7-9, 2009 p. 52

how many oscillations the meson 
undergoes before decaying	


relevance of the decay width differences 
between the flavor eigenstates	




Back to Kaon mixing	

|KSi = 1p

|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i+ q|K̄0i
o

|KLi = 1p
|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i � q|K̄0i
o

Mass eigenbasis:	

!S: shortest lifetime 

L: longest lifetime

Probability of observing K0 at proper time 𝜏:	

!

How are “p” & “q” related to measured quantity? 	

!

|p||q| cos (↵p + ↵q) =
�m
2

q = |q|ei↵qp = |p|ei↵p

|p||q| sin (↵p + ↵q) = ���
4

set and

only one combination of angles appear: the other phase is non-
physical (coming from phase arbitrariness of CPT transformation)

_
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|KSi = 1p

|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i+ q|K̄0i
o

|KLi = 1p
|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i � q|K̄0i
o

Mass eigenbasis:	

!S: shortest lifetime 

L: longest lifetime

Probability of observing K0 at proper time 𝜏:	

!

How are “p” & “q” related to measured quantity? 	

!

|p||q| cos (↵p + ↵q) =
�m
2

q = |q|ei↵qp = |p|ei↵p

|p||q| sin (↵p + ↵q) = ���
4

set and

only one combination of angles appear: the other phase is non-
physical (coming from phase arbitrariness of CPT transformation)

∆Γ and ∆m fix all the parameter except for |q/p|.  
∆m ~ 3.489 x 10-12 MeV 
1/𝛾S ~ 0.9834 x 10-10 s 

1/𝛾L ~ 5.17 x 10-8 s 
!

 => x=0.4773 ~O(1) ideal for observing the effect! 
!

𝛼p+𝛼q =46.33° 
|p| |q| = 2.5496 x 10-12 MeV 

!
=> only  |q/p| need to be determined 



CPV in Kaon mixing	


Further, time reversal acts as a complex conjugate, M ! M⇤ and � ! �⇤. From this we conclude
that CPT acts as

M =

✓
M11 M12

M⇤
12 M22

◆
!

✓
M22 M12

M⇤
12 M11

◆
, (D.124)

and similarly for �. Thus CPT requires M11 = M22 and �11 = �22.

13.3 For simplicity, let us write

H =

✓
H H12

H21 H

◆
=

✓
M11 � i

2
�11 M12 � i

2
�12

M⇤
12 � i

2
�⇤
12 M11 � i

2
�11

◆
. (D.125)

The eigenvalue equation is

(H � µ)2 �H12H21 = 0 ) µ = H ±
p
H12H21. (D.126)

The eigenvectors are also easy to find. Calling these states (p, q)T , the eigenvector equation
becomes

Hp+H12q = µp (D.127)

H12q = ±
p

H12H21p. (D.128)

We thus have eigenvectors given by q = ±p
H21/H12p, which one can normalize appropriately.

13.4 We start with

|KL,Si = 1p|p|2 + |q|2
�
p|K0i± q|K̄0i� , (D.129)

which we can invert simply to obtain

|K0i =
p|p|2 + |q|2

2p
(|KLi+ |KSi) (D.130)

|K0i =
p|p|2 + |q|2

2q
(|KLi � |KSi). (D.131)

Now we simply time evolve the e↵ective Hamiltonian eigenstates. Let us write HL and HS for the
long and short eigenvalues, for example HL = ML � i

2
�L. For |K0(t)i we have

|K0(t)i = 1

2p

⇥
e�iHLt(p|K0i+ q|K̄0i) + e�iHSt(p|K0i � q|K̄0i)⇤ (D.132)

=
1

2

�
e�iHLt + e�iHSt

� |K0(t)i+ q

p

�
e�iHLt � e�iHSt

� |K̄0(t)i
�
. (D.133)

The |K̄0(t)i oscillation comes from making the appropriate substitutions.
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 It’s straightforward to diagonalize H	

! H|KL,Si = �L,S|KL,Si �S = H + (H12H21)1/2

�L = H � (H12H21)1/2

If CP is invariant, then M12 =M21 and Γ12 =Γ21   	


 or H12 =H21   ➞ |p|/|q| = 1 	

!

|p| / |q| ≠1 characterizes the 
CPV!

|KSi = 1p
|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i+ q|K̄0i
o

|KLi = 1p
|p|2+|q|2

n

p|K0i � q|K̄0i
o

Mass eigenbasis:	

!

non-orthogonality is called vacuum regeneration, a mass eigenstate can propagate for a while
and then turn into another mass eigenstate! This is di↵erent from oscillation, where you start
with something that is not a mass eigenstate.

Let us now consider the case where CP is conserved. CP exchangesK0 $ K̄0 and so guarantees
that |p| = |q|, though this condition can hold even when CP is violated. [Check: why?] In this
case hBL|BHi = 0. The Hamiltonian is still not Hermitian. The eigenvalues are

µ↵ = M↵ +
i

2
�↵ (13.12)

where ↵ = 1, 2. Note that we must diagonalize the entire Hamiltonian; this is not generally
the same as separately diagonalizing M and �. (The diagonalizations are equivalent only in the
CP-conserving limit.)

Problem 13.3. Diagonalizing the kaon Hamiltonian. It’s a useful exercise to actually diago-
nalize the open system Hamiltonian (13.1), that way you’ll believe the following results. Determine
the eigenvalues µ↵ and eigenvectors (KL and KS) of the kaon Hamiltonian. In particular, show
that the eigenvalues are given by

µL,S = M11 � i

2
�11 ±

s✓
M12 � i

2
�12

◆✓
M⇤

12 �
i

2
�⇤
12

◆
(13.13)

and that eigenvectors are given by

KL,S ⇠ |K0i±
s

M⇤
12 � i

2
�⇤
12

M12 � i
2
�12

|K̄0i. (13.14)

Note especially that

p

q
=

s
M12 � i

2
�12

M⇤
12 � i

2
�⇤
12

. (13.15)

The di↵erence in the eigenvectors is

µL � µS = 2

s✓
M12 � i

2
�12

◆✓
M⇤

12 �
i

2
�⇤
12

◆
CP
= 2Re M12 � iRe �12, (13.16)

where in the last part we have assumed CP conservation, which is valid so long as CP violation
is small, e.g. 1 � Im M12/Re M12. We can thus identify the di↵erences in masses and widths
between the long and short states:

�m
CP
= 2|M12| (13.17)

��
CP
= 2|�12|. (13.18)

Defining 2� = �1 + �2, We can define three physical parameters:

x =
�m

�
, y =

��

2�
, � = arg (�⇤

12M12) . (13.19)
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CPV in Kaon mixing	


 In reality, CP is not a exact symmetry, and |p| / |q| ≠1 	

! KS ⇒ π+π- (68%), π0π0 (31.39%)   	


 	

KL ⇒ π0π0π0 (21.5%), π+π- π0 (12.4%),  π±𝜇∓ 𝜈 (12.4%), 	

         π±e∓ 𝜈 (38.7%),	


−
−

π0 (pseudo-scalar meson): The total wave function must be symmetric as it has spin 0. But, it has 
to be antisymmetric under the interchange of the spin of quark and anti-quark (meson consists of 
two fermions). => wave function must also be antisymmetric under interchange of the positions 
of the quark and antiquark.



CPV in Kaon mixing	


 In reality, CP is not a exact symmetry, and |p|/|q| ≠1 	

! KS ⇒ π+π- (68%), π0π0 (31.39%)   	


 	

KL ⇒ π0π0π0 (21.5%), π+π- π0 (12.4%),  π±𝜇∓ 𝜈 (12.4%), 	

         π±e∓ 𝜈 (38.7%),	


−
−

CP |⇡⇡i = |⇡⇡i CP |⇡⇡⇡i = �|⇡⇡⇡iFrom                             and   	

!

People thought that KL and KS are CP eigenstates. Then, 
unexpectedly, it was found that KL → ππ 0.2% of the time!
|p|/|q| ≠1 is a measure of CPV, but extraction of this 
from hadronic final states is quite complicated



CPV in Kaon mixing	

Let’s define CP eigenstate KE(CP even) and KO(CP odd):

Why are these particular ratios of importance? We’ll see below that x tells us about how many
oscillations the meson undergoes before decaying, y measures the relevance of the decay width
di↵erences between the flavor eigenstates, and � will tell us about CP violation. Note the range
of values for the x and y parameters: x 2 [0,1), y 2 [�1, 1]. In the CP-conserving limit, M and
� are relatively real so that � = 0.

13.2 CP versus short and long

In the limit where CP is conserved, p = q and the KS is a CP even state while the KL is a CP
odd state. The KS can decay to the CP even final state ⇡⇡ whereas the KL must decay into ⇡⇡⇡.
Because the kaons are so light, the phase space for the latter decay is rather small and the KS

has a much shorter lifetime.
Because CP is not conserved, the KS and KL are not CP eigenstates. Define the CP even and

odd neutral kaon states by KE ⇠ |K0i+ |K̄0i and KO ⇠ |K0i� |K̄0i. The di↵erence between the
open system Hamiltonian eigenstates and the CP eigenstates is parameterized by ✏,

|KS,Li = 1p
1 + ✏2

(|KE,Oi+ ✏|KO,Ei) . (13.20)

Recalling that KS,L ⇠ p|K0i ⌥ q|K̄0i, we have

p

q
=

1 + ✏

1� ✏
. ) ✏ =

p� q

p+ q
⇡ i

2

Im M12 � iIm �12

Re M12 � iRe �12

. (13.21)

While this accounts for part of the reason why KL has been observed to decay into two pions,
we will see below that there is another source for this e↵ect: the CP violating decay of the KO

state into two pions. This will be parameterized by a number which is called ✏0. Contrast this
to the e↵ect described above. The ✏ e↵ect comes from the KL having some admixture of the KE

state which may decay into two pions, whereas the ✏0 e↵ect comes from the KO undergoing the
CP-violating decay into two pions and would occur even in the limit where the KL is a pure KO

state. ✏K and ✏0K , as they are often written, provide strong bounds on new physics contributing
to the flavor sector. We will explore this further in these notes.

13.3 Time evolution

Now that we know that K and K̄ can mix, e.g. from K0 $ ⇡⇡ $ K̄, we would like to understand
their oscillation. And since kaons are the usual example in old textbooks, we will choose to be
fancy and modern by instead using the completely analogous B system. The time evolution of
the neutral B meson is given by

|B0(t)i = a(t)|Bi+ b(t)|B̄i, (13.22)

subject to the Schrodinger equation with the open system Hamiltonian. At time t = 0, the
wavefunction is some linear combination of flavor states B and B̄. To evolve this in time we write
B and B̄ in terms of energy eigenstates BH and BL and independently evolve each. We can then
project back into the B and B̄ basis at any later time.
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The difference between the open system Hamiltonian 
eigenstates and the CP eigenstates is parameterized by 𝜖
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This allows KL decay into two pions.  But this is not the whole 
story;  the CP violating decay of the KO state into two pions, 
which is parameterized by a number called 𝜖′	
 𝜖K and 𝜖′



CPV in Kaon mixing	


✏K = ✏+ i
⇣

ImA0
ReA0

⌘

Re(𝝐) is a manifestation of CPV in mixing, while Im(𝝐) is a manifestation of 
CPV in the interference between decays with and without mixing.

one can choose a convention (known as the Wu-Yang phase convention), where ImA0 = 0: 𝝐K=𝝐



CPV in Kaon mixing	


CP violation is also measured in the semileptonic asymmetries 
of Kaon decays	


= 1�|q/p|2
1+|q/p|2 Consistent with the value 

obtained from 𝜂±



Condition for detecting CP Violation	

!!!
Always need interference of two (or more) amplitudes	

!
CPT implies that the total widths of a particles and it	

anti-particles are the same, so we need at least two	

modes with CPV	


To see CPV we need 2 amplitudes with different weak	

and strong phases!!

Weak phase (CP-odd phase): only one in the weak 
sector in the SM!!
Strong phase (CP-even phase). Do not change under CP. 
Due to time evolution, and also due to intermediate real 
states (hard to calculate)



Condition for detecting CP Violation	

!!!
Always need interference of two (or more) amplitudes	

!
CPT implies that the total widths of a particles and it	

anti-particles are the same, so we need at least two	

modes with CPV	


To see CPV we need 2 amplitudes with different weak	

and strong phases

!!
If we have only one |A|2 = |A|2¯

!!
!
!
Two but with a difference only in weak phase!!

!
When both phases are present, can see the difference



Classification of CP Violation	

!!!
CP violation in mixing (indirect CP violation):  we have seen in 
K, and also in B and D systems). It comes from an interference 
between M12 and Γ12 (two oscillation amplitud). 	

CPV is characterized by |q/p| ≠ 1,  where q and p are the 
mixing coefficients between the mass and flavor eigenstates	

!
!CP violation in decay (direct CP violation): It comes from  
and interference between decay amplitudes. defined by       
|A/A|≠ 1 where A (A) is the amplitude for a decay (CP 
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!!
Example: B0 → K+π−  

AK∓π±=-0.087±0.008…

CP violation in decay (direct CPV)

tree vs loop 
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!!
Example:

AD+K±=0.19±0.03B± → D K±  

……

CP violation in decay (direct CPV)

tree vs tree 

Cleanest! 
measuring UT 

angle Ɣ

the � angle. Finally, we note that we cannot say anything about the strong phase—we just don’t
know.

There are four di↵erent B ! K⇡ decays. We can use isospin and SU(3) to relate these. The
B+ was the first system where we saw CPV without flavor mixing.

14.3 CP Violation in Mixing

15 Lecture 19

CP violation: weak phase, strong phase, and two interfering amplitudes with di↵erent phases.
CP violation in mesons: mixing, decay, or interference between mixing and decay.
Last time: B ! K⇡ with interference between tree and penguin. Today we’ll do the ‘best case

of all,’ B ! DK decay. (See, DK sounds like ‘decay.’) This is by far the cleanest measurement
that we can do for any flavor parameter. It’s more precise at the theory level than any measurement
we’ve presented so far. This should be exciting if you’re a theorist or an experimentalist. If you’re
a theorist you say ‘wow.’ If you’re an experimentalist you say ‘wow, I want to measure that.’

It’s not so much how to see the CP violation, but we want to measure the angle � of the
unitarity triangle. (↵ is pure mixing, � is pure mixing and CP violation.) Let us define the CP
asymmetry

aCP(B
+ ! DCPK

+) (15.1)

where DCP is a state that decays into a CP eigenstate. You see a D meson which is a superposition
of a D and a D̄, all you know is whether it decays in a way that is CP conserving or not, i.e.
whether the final state is a CP eigenstate. Note, to good approximation we can neglect DD̄
oscillation. When we produce a D it stays a D and then we can measure it as a CP eigenstate.
The crucial thing is that you don’t know what you produce, not a D or D̄ or a DCP. All you know
is that it’s a D and not a kaon.

There are two amplitudes to give this final state. Usually there’s a tree and a loop, but in this
case it’s a tree and a tree. (Doubly rare: if not tree and loop, usually it’s loop and loop!) In terms
of mesons the two amplitudes are

B+ ! DK+ (15.2)

B+ ! D̄K+. (15.3)

Note that DCP is a 45� rotation compared to the D and D̄,

DCP =
D ± D̄p

2
. (15.4)

At quark level, the decays are

c

b u

s

u

uB+

D̄

K+

u

b c

s

u

uB+

D

K+
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CPV in decays with and without mixing
3: CPV in interference mixing & decay

Interference between decay and mixing amplitudes

A(B → fCP ) A(B → B̄ → fCP )

Best with one decay amplitude
Very useful when f is a CP eigenstate
In that case |A(B → fCP )| = |A(B̄ → fCP )|

Y. Grossman Flavor physics Karlsruhe, Germany, September 7-9, 2009 p. 68

Now we want to develop the formalism of oscillation when the decay does not go into a flavor
state. The situation is much more complicated than the ‘nice’ oscillations we first met. When the
final state is not a B or B̄ oscillation we consider some decay B ! f . We consider

Af ⌘ A(B ! f) (15.17)

Āf ⌘ A(B̄ ! f), (15.18)

where in general f needn’t be a CP eigenstate. For example, for semileptonic decay Ā = 0. We
define a parameter

�f =
q

p

Āf

Af
, (15.19)

where BL,H = p|Bi ± q|B̄i. We will state without proof that �f is a physical combination. The
first fraction has to do with mixing while the second fraction has to do with decay. This is a
natural basis-independent thing to write that depends on the mixing and the decay. What is the
most general evolution of a B—without assuming CP? Given a state that started as a |Bi at t = 0,
the time evolution looks lke

B(t) = g+(t)|Bi � q

p
g�(t)|B̄i (15.20)

B̄(t) = g+(t)|Bi � p

q
g�(t)|B̄i (15.21)

where

g±(t) =
1

2

⇣
eimH t� 1

2�H t±same withL
⌘
. (15.22)

This is just the Schrödinger time evolution. What is the probability for this to decay to some final
state f? Writing ‘dimensionless’ time ⌧ = �t, we end up with

�(B ! f)[t] =|Af |2e�⌧ [cosh(y⌧) + cos(x⌧)]

+ |�f |2 [cosh(y⌧) + cos(x⌧)]

� 2Re [�f (sinh(y⌧)� i sin(x⌧))] (15.23)

Recall that x ⇠ �m and y ⇠ ��. The first term is the decay coming without oscillation. The
second term has to do with the decay after an oscillation. The third term is interference. This
interference is proportional to �f , which is what we’re after. We will see soon what �f has to do
with the CKM. There is a similar expression for B̄, and we can define the CP asymmetry,

Af (t) ⌘ �[B̄(t) ! f̄ ]� �[B(t) ! f)]

�[B̄(t) ! f̄ ] + �[B(t) ! f)]
. (15.24)

This is the oscillatory time-dependent version of aCP. In principle you just plug in the time-
dependent decay rates listed above. We don’t go through the long and messy general expression.
Instead, we’ll consider specific final states that simplify everything.
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CP violation in interference between decays with and 
without mixing: It comes from  from the interference 
between a decay B → f and a decay B → B→ f. 	
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with the CKM. There is a similar expression for B̄, and we can define the CP asymmetry,

Af (t) ⌘ �[B̄(t) ! f̄ ]� �[B(t) ! f)]

�[B̄(t) ! f̄ ] + �[B(t) ! f)]
. (15.24)

This is the oscillatory time-dependent version of aCP. In principle you just plug in the time-
dependent decay rates listed above. We don’t go through the long and messy general expression.
Instead, we’ll consider specific final states that simplify everything.
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Example: B → ψKS
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Af ⌘ A(B ! f) (15.17)

Āf ⌘ A(B̄ ! f), (15.18)

where in general f needn’t be a CP eigenstate. For example, for semileptonic decay Ā = 0. We
define a parameter
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first fraction has to do with mixing while the second fraction has to do with decay. This is a
natural basis-independent thing to write that depends on the mixing and the decay. What is the
most general evolution of a B—without assuming CP? Given a state that started as a |Bi at t = 0,
the time evolution looks lke

B(t) = g+(t)|Bi � q

p
g�(t)|B̄i (15.20)

B̄(t) = g+(t)|Bi � p

q
g�(t)|B̄i (15.21)

where

g±(t) =
1

2

⇣
eimH t� 1

2�H t±same withL
⌘
. (15.22)

This is just the Schrödinger time evolution. What is the probability for this to decay to some final
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We’ll start by assuming that �� = 0 (y = 0) since this sets all the coshes to one. What’s a
good choice for this? The B. The other approximation that we’ll make for now is that |q/p| = 1.
Do not be confused—we said that CP violation implies this, but we can also have |q/p| = 1 even
when there is CP violation in the theory. The last thing to assume is that |Af | = |Āf |. (Note that
this is di↵erent from Āf̄ , which is what CP implies.) States that obey this are CP eigenstates. So
basically our conditions are

1. �� = 0

2. No CP violation in the decay

3. No CP violation in the mixing

4. The final state f is a CP eigenstate.

Where is the CP violation? We want to find CP violating in the interference. Under these
assumptions, |�f | = 1 and

Af (t) = Im(�f ) sin(�mt). (15.25)

Note that �f is thus a pure phase and Im(⇤f ) is picking out information about this phase. �m
is a parameter we measure, and the decay itself gives us the time t. All we have to do is plot the
amplitude with respect to the range of ts that we get experimentally. There was a twenty year
di↵erence between the measurement of �m and the measurement of Im(�f ); during this time we
got a very good measurement of �m so that all we had to think about was measuring Im(�f ).

This measurement gives us the phase of �f . Now we want to connect it to a calculation of �f .
Consider the ‘golden mode’ B !  KS.

�f = e�i�B
Ā

A
. (15.26)

No matter what decay we have, q/p is the same. In the standard parameterization of the CKM,

e�i�B =
V ⇤
tbVtd

VtbV ⇤
td

. (15.27)

You can see this just by looking at the box diagram phase. What would di↵er if we look at Bs?
We just replace d by s to good approximation.

Now consider Ā/A. What is the diagram?

c

b c

s

d

dB
 

KS
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CPV in decays with and without mixing
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Recall that x ⇠ �m and y ⇠ ��. The first term is the decay coming without oscillation. The
second term has to do with the decay after an oscillation. The third term is interference. This
interference is proportional to �f , which is what we’re after. We will see soon what �f has to do
with the CKM. There is a similar expression for B̄, and we can define the CP asymmetry,

Af (t) ⌘ �[B̄(t) ! f̄ ]� �[B(t) ! f)]

�[B̄(t) ! f̄ ] + �[B(t) ! f)]
. (15.24)

This is the oscillatory time-dependent version of aCP. In principle you just plug in the time-
dependent decay rates listed above. We don’t go through the long and messy general expression.
Instead, we’ll consider specific final states that simplify everything.
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+ |�f |2 [cosh(y⌧) + cos(x⌧)]
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Recall that x ⇠ �m and y ⇠ ��. The first term is the decay coming without oscillation. The
second term has to do with the decay after an oscillation. The third term is interference. This
interference is proportional to �f , which is what we’re after. We will see soon what �f has to do
with the CKM. There is a similar expression for B̄, and we can define the CP asymmetry,

Af (t) ⌘ �[B̄(t) ! f̄ ]� �[B(t) ! f)]

�[B̄(t) ! f̄ ] + �[B(t) ! f)]
. (15.24)

This is the oscillatory time-dependent version of aCP. In principle you just plug in the time-
dependent decay rates listed above. We don’t go through the long and messy general expression.
Instead, we’ll consider specific final states that simplify everything.
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3: CPV in interference mixing & decay

Interference between decay and mixing amplitudes

A(B → fCP ) A(B → B̄ → fCP )

Best with one decay amplitude
Very useful when f is a CP eigenstate
In that case |A(B → fCP )| = |A(B̄ → fCP )|

Y. Grossman Flavor physics Karlsruhe, Germany, September 7-9, 2009 p. 68

!!
Define CP Asymmetry

CPV in the interference between decays with and without mixing.

We’ll start by assuming that �� = 0 (y = 0) since this sets all the coshes to one. What’s a
good choice for this? The B. The other approximation that we’ll make for now is that |q/p| = 1.
Do not be confused—we said that CP violation implies this, but we can also have |q/p| = 1 even
when there is CP violation in the theory. The last thing to assume is that |Af | = |Āf |. (Note that
this is di↵erent from Āf̄ , which is what CP implies.) States that obey this are CP eigenstates. So
basically our conditions are

1. �� = 0

2. No CP violation in the decay

3. No CP violation in the mixing

4. The final state f is a CP eigenstate.

Where is the CP violation? We want to find CP violating in the interference. Under these
assumptions, |�f | = 1 and

Af (t) = Im(�f ) sin(�mt). (15.25)

Note that �f is thus a pure phase and Im(⇤f ) is picking out information about this phase. �m
is a parameter we measure, and the decay itself gives us the time t. All we have to do is plot the
amplitude with respect to the range of ts that we get experimentally. There was a twenty year
di↵erence between the measurement of �m and the measurement of Im(�f ); during this time we
got a very good measurement of �m so that all we had to think about was measuring Im(�f ).

This measurement gives us the phase of �f . Now we want to connect it to a calculation of �f .
Consider the ‘golden mode’ B !  KS.

�f = e�i�B
Ā

A
. (15.26)

No matter what decay we have, q/p is the same. In the standard parameterization of the CKM,

e�i�B =
V ⇤
tbVtd

VtbV ⇤
td

. (15.27)

You can see this just by looking at the box diagram phase. What would di↵er if we look at Bs?
We just replace d by s to good approximation.

Now consider Ā/A. What is the diagram?

c

b c

s

d

dB
 

KS
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!!
|𝜆|≠ 1 due to |A|≠|A|  ⇒ CPV in decay 	

|𝜆|≠ 1 due to |p|≠|q|  ⇒ CPV in mixing 	

|𝜆| ≈ 1 and Im(𝜆)≠ 0 ⇒ CPV due to interference:                                                  
cleanest case!

If final states CP eigenstates: 𝜆≠ ±1 ⇒ CPV	


_



CPV in decays with and without mixing

Now we want to develop the formalism of oscillation when the decay does not go into a flavor
state. The situation is much more complicated than the ‘nice’ oscillations we first met. When the
final state is not a B or B̄ oscillation we consider some decay B ! f . We consider

Af ⌘ A(B ! f) (15.17)

Āf ⌘ A(B̄ ! f), (15.18)

where in general f needn’t be a CP eigenstate. For example, for semileptonic decay Ā = 0. We
define a parameter

�f =
q

p

Āf

Af
, (15.19)

where BL,H = p|Bi ± q|B̄i. We will state without proof that �f is a physical combination. The
first fraction has to do with mixing while the second fraction has to do with decay. This is a
natural basis-independent thing to write that depends on the mixing and the decay. What is the
most general evolution of a B—without assuming CP? Given a state that started as a |Bi at t = 0,
the time evolution looks lke

B(t) = g+(t)|Bi � q

p
g�(t)|B̄i (15.20)

B̄(t) = g+(t)|Bi � p

q
g�(t)|B̄i (15.21)

where

g±(t) =
1

2

⇣
eimH t� 1

2�H t±same withL
⌘
. (15.22)

This is just the Schrödinger time evolution. What is the probability for this to decay to some final
state f? Writing ‘dimensionless’ time ⌧ = �t, we end up with

�(B ! f)[t] =|Af |2e�⌧ [cosh(y⌧) + cos(x⌧)]

+ |�f |2 [cosh(y⌧) + cos(x⌧)]

� 2Re [�f (sinh(y⌧)� i sin(x⌧))] (15.23)

Recall that x ⇠ �m and y ⇠ ��. The first term is the decay coming without oscillation. The
second term has to do with the decay after an oscillation. The third term is interference. This
interference is proportional to �f , which is what we’re after. We will see soon what �f has to do
with the CKM. There is a similar expression for B̄, and we can define the CP asymmetry,

Af (t) ⌘ �[B̄(t) ! f̄ ]� �[B(t) ! f)]

�[B̄(t) ! f̄ ] + �[B(t) ! f)]
. (15.24)

This is the oscillatory time-dependent version of aCP. In principle you just plug in the time-
dependent decay rates listed above. We don’t go through the long and messy general expression.
Instead, we’ll consider specific final states that simplify everything.
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3: CPV in interference mixing & decay

Interference between decay and mixing amplitudes

A(B → fCP ) A(B → B̄ → fCP )

Best with one decay amplitude
Very useful when f is a CP eigenstate
In that case |A(B → fCP )| = |A(B̄ → fCP )|

Y. Grossman Flavor physics Karlsruhe, Germany, September 7-9, 2009 p. 68

!!
Define CP Asymmetry

CPV in the interference between decays with and without mixing.

Formalism

B at t = 0 compared to a B̄ and let them evolve

aCP (t) ≡
Γ(B(t) → f) − Γ(B̄(t) → f)

Γ(B(t) → f) + Γ(B̄(t) → f)

Consider the case where |λ| = 1

ACP (t) = −Imλ sin ∆mt

We know ∆m so we can measure Imλ

Imλ is the phase between mixing and decay amplitudes
When we have only one dominant decay amplitude all
the hadronic physics cancel (YES!!!)
In some cases this phase is O(1)

Y. Grossman Flavor physics Karlsruhe, Germany, September 7-9, 2009 p. 70

!
Consider the case where |λ| = 1	


• We know ∆m  =>  can measure Imλ	

• Imλ is the phase between mixing and decay amplitudes	

• all the hadronic physics cancel (only one dominant decay amplitude)!
• |A| = |A| to a very good approximation!
• In the standard parametrization q/p = exp(2iβ) to a very good 

approximation!

 

We’ll start by assuming that �� = 0 (y = 0) since this sets all the coshes to one. What’s a
good choice for this? The B. The other approximation that we’ll make for now is that |q/p| = 1.
Do not be confused—we said that CP violation implies this, but we can also have |q/p| = 1 even
when there is CP violation in the theory. The last thing to assume is that |Af | = |Āf |. (Note that
this is di↵erent from Āf̄ , which is what CP implies.) States that obey this are CP eigenstates. So
basically our conditions are

1. �� = 0

2. No CP violation in the decay

3. No CP violation in the mixing

4. The final state f is a CP eigenstate.

Where is the CP violation? We want to find CP violating in the interference. Under these
assumptions, |�f | = 1 and

Af (t) = Im(�f ) sin(�mt). (15.25)

Note that �f is thus a pure phase and Im(⇤f ) is picking out information about this phase. �m
is a parameter we measure, and the decay itself gives us the time t. All we have to do is plot the
amplitude with respect to the range of ts that we get experimentally. There was a twenty year
di↵erence between the measurement of �m and the measurement of Im(�f ); during this time we
got a very good measurement of �m so that all we had to think about was measuring Im(�f ).

This measurement gives us the phase of �f . Now we want to connect it to a calculation of �f .
Consider the ‘golden mode’ B !  KS.

�f = e�i�B
Ā

A
. (15.26)

No matter what decay we have, q/p is the same. In the standard parameterization of the CKM,

e�i�B =
V ⇤
tbVtd

VtbV ⇤
td

. (15.27)

You can see this just by looking at the box diagram phase. What would di↵er if we look at Bs?
We just replace d by s to good approximation.

Now consider Ā/A. What is the diagram?

c

b c

s

d

dB
 

KS
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Example: B → ψKS

Reminder ψ is a c̄c, KS is s and d

One decay amplitude, tree level A ∝ VcbV
∗
cs. In the

standard parametrization it is real
Very important: |A| = |Ā| to a very good approximation.
In the standard parametrization q/p = exp(2iβ) to a very
good approximation
We then get

Imλ = Im

!

q

p

Ā

A

"

= sin 2β

For HW do some other decays: D+D−, π+π−, φKS and
Bs → ψφ (Ignore the subtleties)
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The ratio goes like

VcbV ⇤
cs

V ⇤
cbVcs

. (15.28)

It’s crucial, by the way that the hadronic part vanishes.

� KS
⌘ V ⇤

tbVtdVcbV ⇤
cs

VtbV ⇤
tdV

⇤
cbVcs

= 2�. (15.29)

We can see this from looking at the unitarity triangle,

(0, 0) (1, 0)

(⇢, ⌘)

�
�

↵
�u = VudV

⇤
ub

�t = VtdV
⇤
tb

�c = VcdV
⇤
cb

What we find is

Im(�) = sin 2�. (15.30)

What about the loop diagrams? (Just B ! K⇡ and just change labels.) In fact, you can just
connect the cc̄ and emit a gluon. This also works when the c is replaced by a t. This diagram
has... less than 1% error? (Yuval: please fill out this paragraph, I missed it.)

What is the asymmetry in  KL? You look for 3⇡ versus 2⇡. A plus changes to a minus. The
question is do you get an even or an odd number of minus signs? Without doing any calculation
you should be able to know. One is CP even while the other is CP odd. There are some observables
where the number of signs are even. For example the branching ratio: B !  KS versus B !  KL

must have plus sign. This thing picks up a sign. Why? (I didn’t understand)
What about B ! D+D�? Again we can look primarily at the tree diagram.

c

b

d

d

d

c

B

D�

D+

What angle do you get? Just plot the diagram and see what appears in the expression for �. The
only di↵erence is s ! d. Thus the phase is still �.

Last one. B ! ⇡+⇡�. You get ↵. The decay is proportional to the u side of the triangle, while
the mixing is proportional to the t side, so you pick up the angle ↵.
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Theoretical Uncertainties (from QCD)
Hadrons are strong bound states of QCD
!!

parton (quarks) vs hadron (mesons)!!
non-perturbative nature of strong dynamics;	


usual perturbation theory breaks down!

Solutions!!
Approximate Symmetries: Isospin, Flavor SU(3), Heavy 
Quark Symmetry, etc (Effective Theories based on 
symmetries => next lecture)!!
Devising clean observables (e.g. taking a ratio of two 
observable) to cancel hadronic uncertainties, if possible

!!
Lattice QCD



How do we calculate for Kaon mixing?
𝜖K?

CQ(�S=2)Q(�S = 2)

S0(xc

) = 4xc�11x2
c+x

3
c

4(1�xc)2
� 3x3

c ln xc

2(1�xc)3
xc =

m2
c

M2
W

loop (box) function

Integrate out heavy particles, and 
RGE running down to low energy to 

obtain effective Hamiltonian!



How do we calculate for Kaon mixing?
𝜖K?

K meson decay constant

K meson mass

!!
taking a matrix element (nonperturbative part of 
calculation)



Effective Field Theory
At low energies, the exchange of heavy, virtual particles (M»E) 
leads into quasi-local effective interactions

CQ(�S=2)Q(�S = 2)

exchange of heavy, virtual particles 
between light SM particles

induced effective local interactions  
at low energy



Effective Field Theory

Effective field theory offers a systematic description of 
virtual heavy-particle effects (more generally, effects of 
modes with large virtualities) through an expansion in local 
operators

It’s possible to construct effective field theory even if 
fundamental theory is unknown or strongly coupled (non-
perturbative)

“Theorem of modesty”: 
All physical theories are 
effective (field) theories



Effective Field Theory

Standard Model is most successful effective field theory to 
date, even though it leaves some open questions:

+ 1
M

P
i c

(5)
i O

(d=5)
i + 1

M2

P
i c

(6)
i O

(d=6)
i + · · ·

LEFT = c(0)M4 + C(2)M2O(d=2) +
P

i c
(4)
i O

(d=4)
i

cosmological 
constant

Higgs mass: 
naturalness problem renormalizable QFT

neutrino mass (see-
saw mechanism)

New Physics effect might be 
important here, including 

flavor physics, etc 



Effective Field Theory

Basic idea of effective field theory
!!

Separation of short- and long-distance effects; 
schematically:

RM2
W

�p2
dk2

k2 =
RM2

W

µ2
dk2

k2 +
R µ2

�p2
dk2

k2

!!
Short-distance effects (p~MW) are perturbatively calculable

!!
Long-distance effects must be treated using non-perturbative 
methods!!
Dependence on arbitrary separation scale μ, controlled by 
RG equations



Summary
• Meson Mixing and decays are important for several reasons 

• We have developed non relativistic QM tools for meson mixing  

• There are three classes of CP violation via interferences 1) 
mixing  2)decay 3) decay with & without mixing 

• We have schematically showed how to calculate hadronic 
observables 

• We are dealing with non-perturbative hadronic quantities 

• Effective field theory allows to separation of different scales 
(separation of calculable parts and nonperturbative parts)


